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As a researcher in the field of comparative studies between Rome and China, my interest was 

immediately piqued when I was made aware of Auyang’s new work: Dragon and Eagle: The 

Rise and Fall of the Chinese and Roman Empires. I became immediately wary, however, when 

I realised that this book was targeted at a general audience and was written by a non-historian 

(Auyang is a retired physicist). Having read one too many terrible pop-history books by non-

historians, I gave this book a pass. That is, until Scheidel, arguably the world’s leading expert 

on Rome-China comparative studies, not only proclaimed that this book ‘rises to the challenge’ 

of the difficulties facing comparative studies today, but even called it a ‘pioneering account’. 

This was quickly compounded by Chinese scholar Cho-yun Hsu’s equally glowing review, and 

another Chinese reviewer even claimed that this work ‘puts professional historians to shame’. 

With such high compliments from leading experts in the field, I thought it would be remiss to 

ignore this book. 
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From the onset, the book is an impressive academic achievement. While not a historian, 

Auyang is still a career academic, and this is certainly reflected in her work. The level of 

research in both the ancient evidence and modern scholarship in Dragon and Eagle is in 

comparison no worse off than any other academic historical work. In the introduction, this book 

sets out its central task clearly: a comparative analysis of Rome and China’s relative strengths 

and weaknesses, and how a deepened comprehension of Rome and China might improve our 

understanding of modern geopolitics vis-à-vis China and the USA.1   

The book is divided into eight body chapters, following a largely temporal narrative from the 

earliest beginnings of Rome and China down to the collapse of the Western Roman Empire in 

476 CE and the partitioning of the Later Han Dynasty in 220 CE into the Three Kingdoms. The 

sheer ambition of the work to cover such a long time period across two different cultures is 

commendable, and Auyang’s clear writing style and narrative approach make her account easy 

to follow. Of course, certain areas are simplified or glossed over, but that is to be expected 

from a work of this magnitude, and it is a shortcoming Auyang admits herself.2  

Indeed, the narrative sections of the work are truly admirable for a non-historian and, had 

Auyang restrained herself to writing a narrative history, I too would have cast my voice with 

the rest of the praise. However, as she has set out in her introduction, Auyang also seeks to 

combine narrative history with ‘extensive explanation and analysis’. 3 In addition, Auyang 

dedicates significant sections of her work to comparative analyses of Rome’s and China’s 

society, law, economy, and more. This is where my main criticisms for Dragon and Eagle are 

reserved.  

                                                 
1 xix, xxiv. 
2 xxv. 
3 xxiv. 
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As Auyang delves into analytical history, her background as a non-historian becomes 

immediately apparent. There are numerous instances where ancient evidence is included 

uncritically or inappropriately. In her section on slavery, Auyang utilises sources that range 

from Aristotle all the way to Tacitus to draw a single conclusion about Roman attitudes towards 

slavery. This gives the misleading notion that ‘ancient Rome’ was a monolithic, static entity 

whose social attitudes never changed in hundreds of years, nor varied amongst its social strata.4 

Then, in her section discussing foreign relations, Auyang mistakenly assumes that diplomatic 

reciprocity in Rome and China implied equality or near equality.5 Those with a background in 

Classical Studies would know that amici populi Romani (‘Friends’ of the Roman People), 

especially by the Late Republic onwards, were absolutely not on an equal footing with Rome. 

Those familiar with Han dynasty imperial correspondences would know that alliances with 

China were also not at all framed in a context of equality. Then, there are certain passages 

where Auyang’s analysis is contradictory. An early section makes the argument that a major 

difference between Rome and China was the latter’s bustling bureaucracy compared to the 

former’s reliance on the army, but a later passage argues that Rome had a larger and more 

expensive imperial bureaucracy.6 This is compounded by Auyang’s overreliance on certain 

definitive, out-of-date, works, rather than focusing on the current trends in academic 

scholarship. For example, she cites Syme as an authoritative view on the collapse of the Roman 

Republic, a view which brings in far too many modern perceptions of ‘freedom’ and ‘tyranny’ 

and has long been challenged by academia.7  

4 71-72 . 
5 225. 
6 64-65, 211. 
7 124. 
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My greatest criticisms are reserved for Auyang’s treatment of the Confucian literati. Auyang’s 

distaste for the literati class is peppered throughout her work, often with little to no backing as 

to the reason why. In a discussion on the Yantie Lun (Discourses on Salt and Iron, c. 81 BCE), 

the Modernist school is portrayed as ‘pragmatic statesmen’, while the Confucian Reformist 

school is ‘unnegotiable’ and ‘impractical’.8 Auyang then selectively uses ancient evidence to 

support her view. In examining an essay written by Sima Tan on the various philosophical 

schools in ancient China (C. 165 – 110 BCE), Auyang fails to acknowledge that Sima Tan was 

a Daoist who loathed Confucianism, instead portraying him as an impartial judge.9 Her dislike 

of the Confucian literati is particularly damaging to her analysis where she extends it even to 

Rome, criticising Emperor Gratian for replacing Roman militarism with a bureaucratic culture 

‘as dainty as that of the Han literati’.10  

In examining Rome, Auyang continues to be highly selective with ancient evidence to construct 

her arguments. She praises Rome’s reliance on the law and attacks the Confucian literati’s 

reliance on ‘morals’, but fails to note that, in Roman ideology, mores (morals) were also viewed 

as superior to leges (laws). Tacitus famously declared that ‘corruptissima re publica plurimae 

leges’ (‘the state is most corrupt [when] its laws are most numerous’, Tac. Ann. 3.27).11 Cicero, 

too, proclaimed that ‘summum ius summa iniuria’ (‘[when] the laws are most numerous, so are 

the injustices’, Cic. Off. 1.33). Even setting Rome aside, blaming the Confucian literati for the 

collapse of the Han Dynasty makes little sense, as Confucianism remained as the state 

philosophy for almost another two thousand years. Auyang’s personal bias against the 

Confucian literati renders several of her arguments puzzling and untenable. 

                                                 
8 172, 218. 
9 200. 
10 297-297 
11 All translations in this review are mine unless otherwise stated.  
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However, one aspect of Dragon and Eagle that is undertaken incredibly well is the comparative 

analyses. Numerous comparative works, academic or otherwise, fall into the common pitfall 

of not actually being comparative. Simply placing two (or more) cultures side-by-side and 

listing the differences or similarities makes a poor comparative study. This is because there is 

little reason why two separate works could not have been written, and the reader can note the 

differences or similarities themselves. A comparative work ideally ought to, by introducing a 

foreign cultural sphere, challenge aspects considered ‘natural’, ‘normal’, or ‘self-evident’, 

which mono-cultural studies occasionally take for granted. This is an aspect on which Auyang 

performs fantastically. In comparing Rome and China, Auyang demolishes several ideas that 

are held as ‘natural’ in Classical Studies or Sinology. For example, by discussing why ancient 

China lacked the concept of ‘political freedom’, Auyang challenges the idea that we often view 

‘freedom’ as an innate and natural ‘human right’, even in the ancient world.12 Further analysis 

into this point also shows that Rome was nowhere near as free as it is often held up to be, 

breaking down old dichotomous views of a free Rome/West, and a decadent, despotic East.13 

Comparative analyses of this nature are often missing even in academic works, so Auyang’s 

ability to weave such high-quality comparative analyses into her work is remarkable. 

While the comparative aspects are done well and this work is certainly a step in the right 

direction in the nascent field of Rome-China comparative studies, the overall conclusions 

drawn break no new ground. Auyang’s non-historian background and the sheer scale of this 

work prevent any in-depth analyses. Indeed, Auyang should have either written Dragon and 

Eagle purely as a piece of narrative history or focused only on one particular aspect of Rome 

and China (for example, the idea of political freedom which she analysed so well). This would 

have allowed her to examine the issue in more detail. Overall, while in no way an inferior book, 

12 69. 
13 184 ff. 
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the problems as outlined in this review prevents it from being the definitive comparative work 

that some academics have held it up to be. 




